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Microsoft Dynamics 365 

Start with the right fit 
for your business & 
grow at your own 
pace in the cloud

Empower employees 
with productivity 
tools surfaced in 

context of processes

End-to-end intelligent business applications in the cloud  

Start with what 
you need

Productivity where 
you need it

Guide employees to 
optimal outcomes with 
intelligence embedded 

in processes

Intelligence 
built-in 

Stay nimble & adapt in 
real-time with flexible, 
extensible applications 

& platform 

Ready for
growth



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Available this fall, Dynamics 365 is Microsoft’s new approach to end-to-end intelligent business applications in the cloud.  These business applications enable companies to:Start with what you need - Dynamics 365 apps are designed so they can be easily and independently deployed. That means you can start small with the right fit for your role, industry and business and pay only for what you need. Yet they work together seamlessly and fit with your existing systems, so as your business demands, you can grow into additional capabilities with ease and run your entire business in the trusted Microsoft cloud. Productivity where you need it – Deep integration between Dynamics 365 and Office 365 connects the structured workflow of business applications and processes with the unstructured work of collaboration and productivity.  So your employees are empowered with productivity tools surfaced in the context of their business processes. For example, a sales person receives an email, and can respond directly in Office with a quote that is created based on information from both Finance and Sales apps, stored back to the right app, with right pricing, discounting etc. All without the user having to leave Outlook.Alternative example: A sales rep works on an opportunity in Dynamics 365 Sales with embedded access to multiple Productivity tools to more effectively progress the opportunity. The rep can collaborate with team members by sharing real-time updates in Yammer and across Groups, compiling team notes and input on the opportunity in OneNote, and seamlessly generating a quote in Word – all without leaving the context of the opportunity. Built-in Intelligence – With Dynamics 365, Microsoft is the only provider of business applications that infuses big data, advanced analytics and IoT into processes out-of-the-box to proactively guide employees & customers to optimal outcomes with predictive insights, prescriptive advice and actionable next steps. Data & insights transformed into action for intelligence where its needed. For example, Cortana Intelligence will enable cross-sell recommendations to help sales reps predict which products and services a customer will need. Access to IoT data inside Dynamics 365 for Field Service will enable preemptive action from field service agents by connecting asset monitoring and anomaly detection so they can take action before failures occur avoiding costly customer service issues.Ready for Growth – Dynamics 365 enables companies to adapt and innovate in real time with nimble, adaptable applications so you can compose, modify and extend processes.  Business users are empowered to change and adapt without IT. And you can reimagine your business model with a common data model and a flexible, extensible business application platform.
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Extensions
An Extension is an installable feature of Business Central 
functionality built in a way that does not directly alter source 
resources and distributed as a preconfigured package.

Extensions are designed to be easily upgradable, addressing a 
partner challenge when multiple solutions are in play.

The capability of an Extension can span from simple UI 
modifications to complete offerings, such as credit card processing 
or vertical functionality.

Extensions run on a per tenant basis in the hosted model, providing 
greater choice for the customer and lowering hosting COGs.

v1 v2



Microsoft AppSource
One destination for business users to discover, trial, and acquire line-of-business apps

Simplifies the discovery, 
trial, and acquisition of 
line-of-business apps 

An ecosystem to help 
business users get started 

using apps faster

Helps business users do 
more with their existing 

Microsoft apps







Business Central



On-Premise vs. Cloud



What does this mean for me?

Microsoft continues to be a leader in cloud based technologies and is 
bringing all ERP and related services into cloud offerings

On-premise is _not_ going away – but Microsoft is making it easier for 
a customer to transition from on-premise to cloud if the organization 
decides to as part of their business systems strategy

All technologies (thus far) added to the cloud based D365 Business 
Central offering have been added to the on-premise NAV version



Questions?



What’s Next?

Talk to us! Or contact your account manager or project manager

More Information?

Stay Connected
Sign up for our blog stoneridgesoftware.com/blog
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